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Touch Wood – Rescuing Rare
Panel Paintings
By Gill Crabbe
An international expert on the conservation of panel paintings has led a groundbreaking
workshop at Sinebrychoff Art Museum, where participants rolled up their sleeves to restore
some of Finland’s national treasures
__________
In the vaulted White Cellar in the basement of the Sinebrychoff Art Museum, Helsinki, a dozen
or so conservators – many from museums across Finland, and including Tannar Ruuben, the
paintings conservation lecturer at the city’s Metropolia University of Applied Sciences – are
gathered around a table, peering at the back of a 17th-century wood panel painting. The table
is specially made for the highly sensitive work of restoring and conserving rare works of art
painted on wood. The clamping table, as it is known, has been constructed by Jean-Albert
Glatigny, Conservator at the Royal Institute for Cultural Heritage in Brussels, who is considered
to be the world expert on restoring wood panel paintings. He is here to lead a 10-day practical
workshop sharing his expertise in the structural stabilisation of these works with a new
generation of conservators, passing on his knowledge in this highly skilled field. The clamping
table he has brought with him from Brussels is used to glue splits in the panels and to repair
joints with a high degree of precision. Tannar Ruuben was so impressed by it that he decided
to buy it for his conservation department.
__________
The White Cellar at the
Sinebrychoff Art Museum,
where the panel painting
workshop took place. From
left to right, Riitta Vuori (just
seen), Maija Santala, Riitta
Fager, Minna Rajaniemi, Antti
Narmala, Kirsi Hyvärinen, Lena
Dahlén, with Jean-Albert
Glatigny and Arne Rannaoja in
the background
Photo: Finnish National Gallery
/ Pirje Mykkänen
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__________
The workshop leader
Jean-Albert Glatigny
with Madonna and Child
Enthroned by Scolaio
di Giovanni
Photo: Finnish National
Gallery / Pirje Mykkänen

The workshop has come about as a result of the Getty Panel Painting Initiative, an
ongoing project that aims to increase specialised training in the structural conservation
of panel paintings and to advance the treatment of these works in collections around the
world. The project was brought to the attention of Kirsi Eskelinen, the Sinebrychoff Art
Museum’s Director, when in 2010 she met Prof. Jorgen Wadum, keeper of conservation and
director of the Centre for Art Technological Studies and Conservation (CATS) at Denmark’s
National Gallery, who was involved in the Getty initiative. At that time Eskelinen was head of
collections at the Serlachius Museum in Mänttä and had been seeking guidance on the repair
of the 16th-century panel attributed to the studio of the Flemish painter Quentin Matsys,
Madonna with Cherries which, she says, ‘was actually in two pieces’. Wadum visited Mänttä
to advise on how best to proceed with its restoration and, says Eskelinen, ‘he asked us if we
need this kind of specialist knowledge throughout Finland’.
Five years on, and in her new position at the Sinebrychoff Art Museum, Eskelinen’s
response remains unequivocal. ‘I want to generate more co-operation in the field of research
and care of the Old Masters collections across Finland. As a museum specialising in this area
the Finnish National Gallery is keen to develop and share its expertise.’
As Eskelinen points out, ‘In addition to several small but significant collections of
Old Master paintings in Finland, there is much art work on wood – in Finnish churches for
example. Paintings were made on wood even up to the late-19th century and there are also a
lot of wooden painted sculptures from the medieval period’. Moreover, the small size of Old
Master collections in Finland has meant that there have been very few conservators with the
specialised knowledge needed to restore damaged works, some of which had not been kept
in optimal storage conditions. ‘In Mänttä there were works that had been nearly forgotten and
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__________
Lena Dahlén and Arne
Rannaoja manipulate
a cradle, using the
clamping table
Photo: Finnish National Gallery
/ Pirje Mykkänen

__________
Arne Rannaoja and JeanAlbert Glatigny repair the
upper section of Madonna
and Child Enthroned
Photo: Finnish National Gallery
/ Pirje Mykkänen

were in poor condition,’ says Eskelinen. ‘Then I found out that the Getty was organising a
course for trainers in this field, and we managed to convince them we needed one of our
conservators to train.’
The place on the course was granted to Finnish conservator Minna Matis, whose
training included two placements working under M. Glatigny, as well as a stint at the
Courtauld Institute in London. Now she is able to share what she has learned and is
currently on a three-month contract at FNG, where she has made assessments of several
artworks in preparation for their restoration, as well as assisting M. Glatigny during the
Sinebrychoff workshop.
Why has there been a worldwide scarcity of specialist conservators skilled enough to
restore these kinds of works? M. Glatigny explains: ‘The world of conservation has evolved
rather fast and the treatment of the wood panel painting is so specialised that you need a
combination of skills – woodworking, conservation and painting skills.’
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‘Wood panel conservators in the past tended to work more in the tradition of
woodworkers who aimed to make strong, durable restorations,’ he says. ‘Now we know
that we have to make more fragile restorations, which is a new way of thinking, and so the
techniques have changed.’
The workshop addressed two main concerns: how to approach replacing previous
repairs that had harmed the work, such as cradles or rigid strainers that had been attached to
the back of a panel ostensibly to prevent the panel from curving; and the use of appropriate
techniques for the framing of panels and making microclimate boxes to protect works from
extreme changes in humidity.
‘With today’s conservation approach we don’t talk so much about transformation
and adaptation, but more about understanding the material and making an intervention
that is more sensitive to the painting,’ says Glatigny. ‘We have to make repairs that are easily
reversible, weak restorations that may need adjustments after just 20 years or so. With panel
paintings the wood is always moving, so if you add a support to it, it also has to move and to
live with the original material. Secondary support has to be flexible.’
Are there any problems with making weak restorations? ‘The restoration has to be
made according to how the object is displayed and where it lives. This kind of restoration
may be too fragile for a private collection or a church, for example – it is mainly intended for
museum conditions.’
Given that the main purpose of the Sinebrychoff workshop was to develop practical
skills, some participants were able to bring work from their organisation in order to share
the process and techniques used in the restoration. Works selected from the Sinebrychoff
collection itself included Madonna and Child Enthroned (ca 1420), by Scolaio di Giovanni,
A Man Smoking a Pipe, by the Flemish painter David Teniers the Younger (1610-1690),:
The Angels Appear to the Shepherds by Adam Colonia (1634-1685), a 17th-century still-life
painting by Jan Hecke, and Daniel van den Queeckborne’s Portrait of a Man, from the second
half of the 16th century.
Conservator Lena Dahlén from the National Museum, Stockholm, also took part in the
workshop with a recent acquisition from their collection, A Young Woman Mourning a Dead
Dove, a Partridge and a Kingfisher (ca. 1620) by Jacques de Gheyn. And from the Serlachius
Museum in Mänttä there was Grol’s Portrait of a Man.

Making less invasive restorations
Minna Matis had made a report on the condition of the Hecke still-life before the workshop
began. ‘The panel had a strainer on the reverse, which totally prevented the wood from
moving or curving.’ For centuries the thinking in conservation deemed a curvature as
aesthetically unacceptable – hence the thinning of the panels to flatten them and the
addition of strainers or cradles to prevent curves recurring. ‘In the case of the Hecke the
batons of the strainer had been fixed across the grain of the panel,’ says Matis, ‘so that when
the wood tried to react to moisture it couldn’t and so it caused cracks. There were at least
five splits and the joint was totally open.’
Maija Santala, conservator at the Sinebrychoff, was involved in the restoration work.
‘The joint itself was repaired and reglued. We removed all the existing fillings, cleaned the
splits and joints and removed residues of old glue to see the exact edges of the splits because
there had been many restorations. It was interesting to see how Jean-Albert worked, gluing
split by split and removing the strainer in sections so that the remaining parts of the strainer
could hold the rest of the panel.’
‘Jean-Albert was very skilful,’ adds Santala, ‘he had lots of small tricks and tools he had
made himself. For many of us these techniques were new.’
With the strainer removed the panel will be framed so that it is sufficiently supported
but is able to move to some extent at the same time. The result is a much less invasive
restoration. The newly restored painting will go on display in the museum’s Still-Life
exhibition later this year (2016).
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__________
Olli Poijärvi, Riitta Vuori and
Riitta Fager construct a
microclimate box for A Man
Smoking a Pipe by David
Teniers the Younger
Photo: Finnish National Gallery
/ Pirje Mykkänen

__________
Lena Dahlén wields a chisel
to work on the back of a
painting, while Kirsi Hyvärinen
holds the panel in place
Photo: Finnish National Gallery
/ Pirje Mykkänen

Issues of framing were a key part of the workshop, and here the Teniers picture came
under the spotlight. ‘Framing is important,’ says Matis, ‘because here we had quite a thin
panel which was also curved. Nowadays everything is done according the curvature of the
panel, so the frame doesn’t restrict it,’ says Matis. ‘We have constructed a microclimate
box with a bed made from balsa wood to accommodate the panel, which is then sealed in
the frame between the glazing and the backing board with aluminium tape to isolate the
atmosphere from potentially harmful changes in humidity.’
Both the Teniers and the Hecke are benefitting from the addition of microclimate
boxes which also brings dividends in the ability to loan these works to other museums.
‘While the process itself is not new, we haven’t needed these kinds of frames in this museum
because we haven’t made many loans,’ says Santala, ‘so it was new for us and Jean-Albert’s
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precise work and his remarks about how the paintings behave in the box were invaluable.
Now it is possible to loan these works.’
Perhaps one of the most challenging restorations undertaken during the workshop
was the repair of a hole in the upper section of a panel from ca.1420, by the Florentine
painter Scolaio di Giovanni, Madonna and Child Enthroned. However, Santala explained
that when the frame was removed they found that the whole upper section that had been
recreated in an earlier restoration was seriously warped and the original lower part of
the panel was split in half. ‘We found canvas underneath the gesso which was all that was
holding it together, and Minna had to make a special support to turn the panel because it
was so fragile,’ says Santala.
The restoration work was a clear example of collaborative skills that were made
possible by this workshop. Since the upper section was not made from the original wood, it
was not an ethical issue to make a radical restoration using new wood. A furniture restorer
from Metropolia University created an insert from Empress-tree wood, seamlessly joined in
small sections, which was then inserted into the previously restored top section.
‘The work done enables us to do our job now, to retouch and revarnish the front,’ says
Santala. ‘It wasn’t so easy to make such a radical restoration because we didn’t think we had
the skills, even though we knew the upper section was a new addition. It helped to have the
world expert with us, and gave us the confidence to carry it out.’

A unique experience
And what was the world expert’s impression from the Helsinki workshop? M. Glatigny
regarded it as groundbreaking. ‘I think what we were doing was quite unique, something that
I never had the opportunity to experience in my 30 years as a conservator. It is rather unusual
to spend 10 days on this type of practical, hands-on professional exchange.’
Kirsi Eskelinen is delighted that, as a result of the workshop, 10 panel paintings from
Sinebrychoff Art Museum have been treated and their structures conserved, making it
possible for these national treasures to be displayed and preventing further damage to them.
She is aware that, as Finnish conservators are able to demonstrate their new understanding
of the issues of conserving these panel paintings, this will increase confidence within the
international community caring for Old Master paintings. ‘We need to show we know how to
handle these very fragile works,’ she says,’ which in turn opens up possibilities for exhibiting
these works internationally. ‘I want to make this part of our heritage more visible, even
collaborate on exhibitions, as well as co-operating on conservation.’

International wood panel workshop at Sinebrychoff Art Museum:
https://youtu.be/54Mw1BGTJNU

